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The Cost of Free
•

Yesterday we looked at ways that
data we willingly give away could
be lost and used to compromise
our security.

•

What we often don’t think about,
however, is just how much data is
being collected about us without
us even knowing it.

•

Especially as computers become
ever more powerful and
ubiquitous, it is becoming easier
for vast amounts of data about us
to be collected and for it to be
used for a variety of purposes.

The Future of Big
Data

Big Data
•

The video mentions how your
phone and websites you use
track certain things about you.

•

Today we’re going to find out a
little bit more about it. Here are
the primary questions we’re
interested in:

•

Why is this tracking necessary?
What are the benefits and
drawbacks?

•

How can you find out what
kind of data is tracked about
you and by whom?

With A Partner…
•

Pick an app that you use every day

•

Research the apps privacy policy

•

What service or feature is enabled by the data they are collecting? Why are
they collecting it in the first place?

•

Who else is given access to that data? How are they using it?

•

Can you get access to your own data? Can you modify what is collected or
used, or delete your data if you wish?

•

On a scale of 1-4, rate how comfortable you are with this company’s data
policy? 1 - very uncomfortable 4-very comfortable. Justify your choice.

AP Practice - Justify the Score

The FaceSnap app has permission to use many devices on
your smartphone, including the camera. A data privacy
concern that arises from this is that the company could
access the camera to see what you're doing without your
knowledge.

The FaceSnap app has permission to use many devices on
your smartphone, including the camera. A data privacy
concern that arises from this is that the company could
access the camera to see what you're doing without your
knowledge.

The FaceSnap app has permission to use many devices on
your smartphone, including the camera. A data privacy
concern that arises from this is that the company could
access the camera to see what you're doing without your
knowledge.

This response would not be awarded Row 6 because it references the
device that collects data (a camera) but not the actual data itself (a
digital picture).

Remember!
•

Reference specific pieces of data collected by an innovation
(e.g. those referenced in the privacy policies they read in this
lesson) and not the devices collecting them.

•

Don’t confuse devices with they data they collect

•

Row 7 is more of a gray area but could be strengthened
considerably by referring to the actual data collected and
how it might be used.

•

In short, if you aren't talking specifically about the data used
by your app, you make it much harder to earn these points
on the Explore PT.

